GATEWAY TO PETERSON
ROUNDABOUT & ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS
CONCEPT PROPOSAL

EAST OFF-RAMP

THE NEED

Road Design Illustration Example

Multimodal Accommodation
The Colorado Springs Regional Joint Land Use Study Report identifies
US Highway 24 as a primary access route to Peterson AFB’s North Gate:

Current forecasts anticipate the potential addition of thousands of new
personnel to Peterson AFB prior to 2050. The rate of installation
population increases and the subsequent demand on roadway capacity
will be incrementally greater.
As Peterson AFB continues to grow and expand, so will the economy of
Colorado Springs. Transportation improvements responding to Peterson’s
growth will need to also respond to access accommodation for both
pedestrians and bicyclists seeking access to the base.

The proposed roundabouts will enable Peterson AFB’s personnel, pedestrians
and bicyclists safe transportation options while enhancing the base’s
connection to the community north of U.S. Highway 24.

TAKE A LOOK
P R O P O S E D

I M P R O V E M E N T

R E N D E R I N G S

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS

Elevated Safe Passage for Pedestrians

Pedestrian Crosswalks,
Hardscaping & Landscaping Improvements
Wayfinding, Lighting & Safety Improvements
Transportation Capacity Improvements

SAFETY
Converting an intersection
with a traffic signal to a
roundabout results in a 78%
decrease in fatalities and
injuries, according to the
Federal Highway
Administration.

CAPACITY
Roundabouts can handle greater
volumes of traffic more efficiently
than signals. Where drivers may
need to line up to wait for a green
light, roundabouts usually require
fewer lanes approaching the
intersection.

BEAUTIFICATION
Beautification is an important
component in creating a
community that feels safe and
cohesive. It also assists in a
community’s economic
development, education
opportunities and lowers crime.

PROPOSED DESIGN

Installation of Roundabouts on North/South U.S. Highway 24
Installation of Elevated Pedestrian Sidewalk & Crosswalk
Beautification Improvements – South U.S. Highway 24

SAFETY
Studies by the IIHS and Federal Highway
Administration have shown that roundabouts
typically achieve a:
37% reduction in overall collisions
75% reduction in injury collisions
90% reduction in fatality collisions
40% reduction in pedestrian collisions
Lower Travel Speeds
No Light to Beat
One-way Travel

CAPACITY
Roundabouts contributed to an 89 percent
reduction in delays and 56 percent reduction
in vehicle stops (IIHS study).
Installing a roundabout led to a 20 percent
reduction in delays (Kansas State University
study on traffic flow before and after
roundabouts).
Roundabouts can handle greater volumes of
traffic more efficiently than signals,
requiring fewer lanes approaching the
intersection.

MULTIMODAL
Society benefits from improved and efficient
transportation modes that lead to reductions
in traffic congestion, accidents and pollution
emissions.
Examples of other transport:
Walking
Wheelchair
Bicycle

BEAUTIFICATION
Neighborhood beautification can help
increase property values, satisfaction of
residents / visitors and attract new
business.

IMPROVEMENTS

PETERSON AFB
ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS

Impact on Military Missions
"The vitality of the Pikes Peak region is a key part of Colorado's success, and
we want to make sure that our pillars in the Pikes Peak region, like our
military installations, can be accessed safely and predictably, even as the
civilian population continues to grow." (Governor Polis)

Identify and resolve transportation safety issues that impact key regional
access routes for those who commute to military installations.
(Implementation Strategies;
Colorado Springs Regional Joint Land Use Study Report 2019)

U.S. Highway 24 has been established as a primary access route
for Peterson AFB North Gate.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The U.S. Highway 24 and Peterson Road intersection, which is served by traffic
signalization, consistently presents poor safety performance due to its short off
ramp approach which results in traffic back ups onto the Highway during peak
morning flows, resulting in potential high speed rear end crashes.

- A redesign of the intersection and conversion of traffic signals to a roundabout design
will significantly improve traffic progression, safety and operation of this major access
point into Peterson Air Force Base.

The U.S. Highway 24 underpass provides no safe route for pedestrians, bicycles or
facilities for those with disabilities.

- Conversion of the north and south access points of this U.S. Highway 24 underpass, from
traffic signalization to a roundabout design, presents and opportunity to install safe multi
modal transportation options for pedestrians, bicyclists and disabled individuals utilizing
medical devices seeking access from one side of the highway to the other.

Future increases in traffic on U.S. Highway 24, along with personnel and needs for
convenient connectively between Peterson Air Force Base and Schriever Air Force
Base, will place addition demands on the North Gate requiring both operational and
security improvements.

- The conversion of the U.S. Highway 24 and Peterson Road intersection from one
controlled bu traffic signals to one served by roundabouts will provide a sustainable
solution that addresses safety, growth, security and multi modal transportation
deficiencies.

